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bstract

The mechanism of the positive plate charge in pulse regime was studied in model lead-acid cells with one positive and two negative plates (8 Ah
ach) and Ag/Ag2SO4 reference electrodes. The results showed that the evolution of the electrode potential is much slower on the positive plate
han on the negative plate. Regardless of this fact, the calculated capacitive current of charge and self-discharge of the electrochemical double layer
EDL) during the “ON” and “OFF” half-periods of the pulse current square waves is comparable with the charge current amplitude. The result is
ue to the high values of the EDL on the surface of the lead dioxide active material. The influence of different factors like state of charge, state of
ealth, pulse frequency, current amplitude and open circuit stay before the polarization was discussed. The previously determined optimal frequency
f 1 Hz was associated with a maximum in the average double layer current on frequency dependence. The average double layer current is also
aximal at SOC between 75 and 100%. The exchange of the constant current polarization with pulse polarization does not change substantially

he mechanism and the overvoltage of the oxygen evolution reaction on the positive plate. The mechanism of the self-discharge of the EDL was
lso estimated analyzing long-time PPP transients (up to 2 h). It was found that when the PPP is lower than 1.2 V the preferred mechanism of

DL self-discharge is by coupling with the lead sulphate oxidation reaction. At higher values of PPP the EDL self-discharge happens via oxygen
volution. The high faradic efficiency of the pulse charge is due to the chemical oxidation of the Pb(II) ions by the O atoms and OH radicals formed
t the oxygen evolution both during the “ON” and “OFF” periods.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

One of the most severe problems of the lead-acid batter-
es operating in solar energy storage applications is the lack
f charge due to the intermittent current from the photovoltaic
PV) module. The insufficient charge results often in hard sul-

hation of the positive plate [1], when the cells are flooded, and
ulphation of both plates, when the cells are valve-regulated [2].
ecently a new charge strategy was proposed to overcome the
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nsufficient charge of the lead-acid batteries for PV-storage [3].
he strategy consists of two-step charge algorithm—the first step

s galvanostatic until a certain cell voltage limit is reached and
he second step is pulse-current (or interrupted-current) charge
or a fixed amount of time. It was found that the application of
he pulse-current step in this algorithm reduces substantially the
uantity of the residual PbSO4 at the end of the charge.

In the literature, the first studies concerning the pulse charge
f lead-acid battery are directed towards its application for rapid
harge of traction cells for electric vehicles [4–6]. The results
how that the rate of the charge can be accelerated substantially

own to 30–60 min for the full charge of an empty battery with-
ut substantial loss of energy. More recent studies show other
dvantages of the rapid pulse charge: it can be used to over-
ome negative phenomena limiting the exploitation period of

mailto:angel.kirchev@cea.fr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.10.095
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1.4 V to about 1.425 V in the end of the charge. Same results were
obtained also during the simultaneous measurements of the evo-
lution of the cell voltage, positive and negative plate potentials.
This result demonstrates that the proposed algorithm can be used
18 A. Kirchev et al. / Journal of P

he battery such as premature capacity loss (PCL) effect [7], to
ncrease the cycle life of the battery [8], to suppress the sulpha-
ion of the negative plates in VRLA cells and to avoid the thermal
unaway phenomenon [2,9,10], and to restore the capacity of
atteries after sulphation [11]. Using pulse charge, a decrease
nd time delay of the oxygen evolution during the charge of
RLA cells have been reported [12]. Despite of the numerous
ublications on the positive impact of pulse charging, theoretical
tudies of the processes taking place during the pulse charge are
rather new topic. In 1999 Guo et al. proposed a diffusion kinet-

cs theory of the pulse charge of the positive plate of VRLA cells
ith and without voltage limitation [13]. In 2000 Kim and Hong

14] performed a simulation of rapid pulse charge of lead-acid
ell. They demonstrated that the influence on the depolarization
f both plates of the rest and the discharge periods during the
ulse charge is a result of the reduced concentration gradients
f the H+, HSO4

− and H2SO4 species. In 2003 Srinivasan et
l. [15] included the influence of the electrochemical double
ayer charge and discharge on the simulation of the pulse charge
f VRLA cells subjected to electric (EV) and hybrid vehicle
HEV) operating conditions. They showed that when the effect
f the double layer is taken into account, the results obtained in
heir simulation of short time pulses (in order of magnitude of
ew seconds or less) are substantially closer to the experimental
alues.

The technique of the short timed charge or discharge pulses
s also used in some methods for state of charge (SOC) and state
f health (SOH) evaluation [16–19].

Another application of the pulse chare is its use in the for-
ation of lead-acid battery positive and negative plates [20,21].
he results show that the pulse current accelerates the forma-

ion process (electrochemical conversion of PbO, 3BS/4BS and
bSO4 into Pb and PbO2) and increases its faradic efficiency,

.e. decreases the rate of the water decomposition.
The aim of the present work is to study experimentally the

nfluence of different factors as state of charge, state of health,
requency of the square wave, influence of the double layer,
harge and discharge, etc. on the mechanism of the pulse charge
f the lead-acid battery positive plates under conditions typical
or the PV applications, i.e. mainly low rate charge and discharge
urrents. The research concentrates on a better understanding of
he combined constant current/pulse current charge algorithm
roposed recently in Ref. [3].

. Experimental

The experiments were carried out in three-electrode electro-
hemical cells consisting of

working electrode: dry-charged flat positive plate with 3 mm
thickness, 8 Ah nominal capacity at 50% positive active mass
(PAM) utilization, produced by CEAC-EXIDE (France), with
grid composition Pb–2.8%Sb. The plates where cut from big-

ger 40 Ah plates;
counter electrode: two dry-charged CEAC-EXIDE (France)
negative plates, with nominal capacity 8 Ah and thickness
3 mm. The plates where also cut from bigger 40 Ah plates;

F
c
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reference electrode: Ag/Ag2SO4 (1.28 s.g. H2SO4), +38 mV
versus Hg/Hg2SO4 in the same solution [22,23].

The electrolyte was H2SO4 solution, with a density
.24 g ml−1. The cells were tested on a SOLARTRON Multistat
nstrument supplied with Frequency Response Analyzer.

After 30 min of soaking in the electrolyte the cells were sub-
ected to a 20 h charge at I = 0.25 A in order to oxidize the residual
uantities of PbSO4 unconverted into PbO2 or Pb during the for-
ation. After this conditioning of the cells, the following cycling

egime was applied:

discharge: I = −0.8 A down to ϕ+
cutoff = 0.75 V;

open circuit: 30 min;
constant current charge: I = 0.8 A up to ϕ+

i = 1.40 V (inter-
ruption potential).
pulse current charge with I = 0.8 A until a 15% of the
nominal capacity is introduced. The applied frequency
ω = T−1 = (ton + toff)−1 and duty cycle r = ωton, were respec-
tively ω = 1 Hz and r = 0.5. Here ton and toff are the duration of
the charge and the open circuit stay during one square-wave
period T.
30 min open circuit stay.

. Results and discussion

.1. Evolution of the positive plate potential during the
ulse charge cycling

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the current and of the posi-
ive plate potential (PPP) versus time during one charge. The
omparison of these data with the results reported in [1] shows
hat the observed cell voltage rise of about 300 mV (from 2.5 to
.8 V) is due to the increased polarization of the negative plates,
ecause the polarization of the positive plate increases only from
ig. 1. Positive plate potential and current through the cell during a charge with
onstant current/pulse current algorithm.
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lso for charge of VRLA cells, where this limited rise of the pos-
tive plate polarization in the end of the charge can cause great
enefits in comparison to constant current charge, i.e. decreased
xygen evolution rate and thermal runaway prevention, as well
s delay of the positive plate degradation phenomena like grid
orrosion and PAM softening.

.2. Positive plate potential profile during the pulse charge
eriod

Fig. 2 shows the positive plate potential evolution in the
eginning and in the end of the pulse charge step (after 10,500
quare wave periods, ω = 1 Hz). The increase of the PPP dur-
ng the ‘ON’ period and the decrease of the PPP during the
OFF’ period are about 3 mV. This would suppose that the elec-
rochemical double layer (EDL) participates only slightly in the
rocesses during the pulse charge.

The current of charge and discharge of a capacitor, in our
ase the EDL, is equal to the product of the capacitance of the
DL and the derivative of the positive plate potential on time

DL = CDL

(
dϕ+

dt

)
(1)

The average value of the double layer current,〈IDL〉, can
e defined with the following equation in the case when

on = toff = 1/2ω

IDL〉 = 2ω

∫ 1/2ω

0
IDL dt (2)

IDL〉 can be used as a simple criterion to evaluate to which
xtent the EDL participates in the mechanism of the positive
late charge and overcharge in pulse regimes: the higher the
alue of 〈IDL〉, the greater the impact of EDL on the charge
rocess. The combination of Eqs. (1) and (2) leads to a very
imple expression

IDL〉 = 2ωCDL(ϕ+
end − ϕ+

0 ) (3)

here ϕ+
end is the PPP value in the end of the “ON” or “OFF”

alf-period and ϕ+ is the PPP value in the beginning of the same
0
ON” or “OFF” half-period (but after the ohmic jump/drop,
espectively).

The change in PPP during the “ON” and “OFF” half-periods
�ϕON, �ϕOFF) is about 3 mV (Fig. 2). The EDL capacitance

l
t
a
o

Fig. 2. PPP transients in the beginning (a) and
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f the used positive plate in completely charged state between
ycle#20 and cycle#30 was 100F (±10F variation) measured
t open circuit. A detailed explanation and discussion of the
DL capacitance measurement method and the equivalent cir-
uit interpretation of the positive plate structure are given in part
of this work, which will consider the impedance of the posi-

ive plate in partial SOC [24]. Thus the value of the EDL current
ill be about 0.6 A, i.e. this current is comparable with the pulse

harge current, which is 0.8 A. The high EDL capacitance of the
AM is due to its high surface area. This high current of dou-
le layer charge and self-discharge does not support the initial
ypothesis that the participation of the EDL in charge mecha-
ism is negligible, regardless of the slight change in PPP. This
upercapacitor-type of behavior shows that the future studies of
he EDL on the surface of the PbO2 will be of great importance
or the better understanding and the optimization of the pulse
harge strategies.

.3. Influence of the state of charge and OC stay on PPP
ulse transients

The influence of the state of charge on the shape of the PPP
ulse transients was estimated using the following cycling pro-
ocol: the cell was 100% discharged with 0.8 A current. After
his, it was subjected to a 120 min OC stay, 7200 s pulse charge
s described above and again to 120 min OC stay. This loop
f OC and pulse charge was repeated nine times (up to 6.8 Ah
otally introduced in the cell).

In Fig. 3 the results are presented for four different SOC
alues. In the beginning of the charge the changes in the PPP
ransient are the fastest and the largest, but the EDL capacitance
s the lowest. At SOC between 40 and 80% the evolution of the
PP with time is the slightest, and increase little in the end of

he charge.
Fig. 4 presents the dependence of the average double layer

urrent 〈IDL〉 on the SOC of the positive plate. Up to SOC = 70%
he 〈IDL〉 is practically constant, equal to about 25% of the charge
urrent. At higher SOC the 〈IDL〉 passes through a sharp maxi-
um in the end of the charge. Thus the greatest benefits of the
DL participation in the pulse charge are concentrated in the
ast 25% of the charge, where 〈IDL〉 is substantially higher. So in
he end of the charge, the primary process is the self-discharge
nd the charge of the EDL, and the PbSO4 oxidation and the
xygen evolution are consequences of that primary process.

in the end of the pulse charge period (b).
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Fig. 3. PPP pulse charge transients at different SOC of the posi
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ig. 4. Dependence of the average double layer current on the SOC of the
ositive plate.

The comparison of the above described results with PPP tran-
ients obtained during pulse charge without the open circuit stays
etween the pulse series (“continuous” pulse charge) showed
hat the open circuit stay before each pulse series does not change
ubstantially the character of the PPP pulse transient at the same
OC.

.4. Electrochemical processes on the positive plate during

vercharge with pulse currents

The following experimental protocol was employed to study
he O2 evolution at constant current and at pulse current condi-

t
o
p
s

tive plate: (a) 0.7%, (b) 24.8%, (c) 58.8% and (d) 94.2%.

ions at 100% SOC: a constant current was applied for period
etween 1 h (for lower currents) and 5 min (for the highest cur-
ents) in order to be reached a steady-state value of the PPP after
hich a 300 s pulse charge current was applied with ω = 1 Hz and
= 0.5. The values of the constant current were between 1 mA
nd 3.9 A. The pulse current amplitude was equal to the value
f the previously applied constant current. The PPP pulse tran-
ients for four different values of the overcharge pulse current
re shown in Fig. 5.

The correlation between the applied pulse current and the
ouble layer current is obvious—the higher the pulse polariza-
ion, the higher the value of the double layer current. This result
hows why the pulse charge is so efficient at very high rates: at
igher charge rate the double layer participates more actively in
he processes of the positive plate charge.

The values of the PPP in the end of the ‘ON’ periods where
sed to build the log(I) versus PPP plots (or Tafel plots). The
esults are shown in Fig. 6. The current taken into account dur-
ng the pulse periods is the pulse amplitude. It was found that
he oxygen overvoltage values do not change from constant
urrent to pulse current mode up to about 80 mA (0.01C10),
onsidering the values of the pulse current amplitude. Accord-
ng to Pavlov and Monahov this corresponds to the so-called
assive potential zone of the oxygen evolution process [25].
bove 80 mA, the oxygen overvoltage decreases slightly when
pulse current mode of overcharge is applied—the Tafel slope
ecreases from 145 mV for constant current mode to 136 mV
or pulse current mode. This means that the pulse mode facili-

ates slightly the charge transfer process, hence the mechanism
f the electrochemical reactions during the oxygen evolution
rocess will remain the same. On the other side, if we con-
ider the average pulse charge current instead of the pulse
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ig. 5. PPP pulse charge transients at different overcharge pulse currents: (a) 1
mplitude of the pulse charge.

mplitude the Tafel line will be shifted towards higher val-
es of the potential (the interrupted line in Fig. 6), due to a
igher Tafel coefficient “a”—from 1032 to 1073 mV (for con-
tant current polarization the a = 1023 mV). It can be seen that
n this case the pulse mode increases the oxygen overvoltage.
he “a” coefficient in the Tafel accounts for the number of the
ctive centres. Thus during the pulse charge the number of the
ctive centres participating in the reaction of oxygen evolution is
ecreased.

Another interesting parameter is the difference of the PPP

etween the ‘ON’ and the ‘OFF’ periods and its dependence
n the overcharge current. This dependence is plotted in Fig. 7.
he experimental data obey exactly the Ohm’s law. Hence PPP

ig. 6. Tafel plots of the oxygen evolution in constant current (CC) and pulse
urrent (PC) modes of overcharge of the positive plate.

t
c
b
q
t

F
‘

(b) 100 mA, (c) 1 A and (d) 3.9 A. The values of the current correspond to the

rop (or jump) corresponds to the ohmic drop due to the current
owing through the cell as was proposed in [12].

.5. Impact of the pulse charge frequency on the processes
n the positive plate

In Fig. 8 the PPP transients after 500 s pulse charge at frequen-
ies between 10 mHz and 10 Hz are plotted. The pulse charge
egins after constant current 0.1C10 charge up to 1.380 V. The
ime is converted to a dimensionless parameter by multipli-

ation with the corresponding pulse charge frequency. In the
eginning of the pulse period (Fig. 8a) the increase in the fre-
uency increases the positive plate polarization. According to
he Tafel plot shown in Fig. 6 the oxygen evolution rate in

ig. 7. Dependence of the positive plate potential (PPP) drop in the end of the
ON’ half-period of the square wave of the pulse current.
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Fig. 8. PPP transients for pulse charge with different frequencies in the begin-
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ing (a) and in the end (b) of the pulse period. The x-axis is the dimensionless
ime—a product of time t and frequency ω. (c) Average double layer current as
function of the pulse current frequency.

his moment will be between 60 and 120 mA, i.e. the charge
cceptance is still high and more than 80% of the current cor-
esponds to the process of PbSO4 oxidation. In the end of the
ulse charge period (Fig. 8b) the positive plate is almost com-

letely charged—the partial current of oxygen evolution tends
o the overall current flowing through the cell. In this moment
he PPP transients for different frequencies are much closer from
ach other. This result shows that the frequency has a different

w
e
(
e
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nfluence on the reactions of the positive plate charge and oxygen
volution. Frequencies over 1 Hz increase the polarization of the
harge process, i.e. the reaction is hindered (Fig. 8a). An increase
f the frequency decreases the oxygen overvoltage (Fig. 8b), i.e.
he higher frequency facilitates the oxygen evolution reaction.

The pulse charge frequency impacts also the double layer
harge and self-discharge during the “ON” and “OFF” periods.
onsidering the double layer capacitance, the average double

ayer current during the “ON” period was calculated. The results
re shown in Fig. 8c. It is obvious that the participation of the
ouble layer in the processes of the positive plate charge is
aximal at about 1 Hz—this is the point of the highest 〈IDL〉.
This is the reason why this frequency is optimal for pulse

harge with 0.1C10 pulse current amplitude.
At pulse charge with frequency 1 Hz, the average double

ayer current exceeds markedly the value of the applied pulse
urrent. Similar result is shown in Fig. 4. The reason for this
iscrepancy is due to the fact that the double layer capacitance
s measured by impedance spectroscopy after 2 h open circuit
tay at constant potential equal to the OCP at the end of the
his stay, i.e. in steady-state. The capacitance of the double layer
uring the pulse polarization can differ substantially from the
alue measured at steady-state—the reasons can be different:
on-steady-state adsorption of ions, oxygen evolution/presence
f gas bubbles, and chemical reactions on the surface of PbO2. It
s also important to note that in general the double layer capac-
tance is function of the electrode potential. The measured CDL
alues for the four studied frequencies (in the end of each cycle)
ere between 305 and 331F at SOC = 100%, which means that

he variation in CDL values is rather small. Thus even with the
xact values of 〈IDL〉, the shape of the curves from Figure 8c
hould be very similar and the position of the maximum will
emain at 1 Hz. A possible explanation about the origin of the
aximum of 〈IDL〉 at 1 Hz can be found after the comparison of

he position of the maximum with the characteristic frequency of
he charge transfer process, which is equal to (2RctCDL)−1. The
ypical values of Rct for the studies positive plates are about 2 m�

24] and hence the characteristic frequency is about 0.8 Hz. This
eans that there are conditions for resonance, and maximum of

IDL〉 at 1 Hz can be considered as resonance maximum.

.6. Impact of the state of health on the pulse charge
ransients

The PPP transients measured during the cycling of an entire
ositive plate are shown in Fig. 9a and b in the beginning and
n the end of the pulse charge step. The results show that the
OH does not influence substantially the rate of the PPP evolu-

ion during the “ON” and “OFF” periods, and hence the average
ouble layer current should not vary in a great extent. How-
ver, an interesting result is the substantial evolution in the ratio
etween charge reaction and oxygen evolution current: in the
eginning of the pulse charge step the polarization is highest

hen the plate is new (i.e. the capacity is highest), but in the

nd of the step the polarization is highest for the lowest SOH
at cycle#63). Hence in the beginning of the cycling the oxygen
volution process is facilitated and in the end of the life of the
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Fig. 9. PPP transients at different cycle numbers: (a) at the beginn

late the same process is hindered. For the PbSO4 oxidation rate
he situation is opposite.

.7. Mechanism of the process during polarization with
ulse charge current

During the positive plate charge with constant current the
nfluence of the double layer is strongly limited in the very begin-
ing of the charge, because the next evolution of the potential
s rather slow. Considering the gel–crystal model of the lead
ioxide from the positive active material, the mechanism of the
bSO4 oxidation can be represented by the following reactions
26–29]

bSO4
(crystal) ⇔ Pb2+ + SO4

2− (4a)

b2+ → Pb4+ + 2e− (4b)

b4+ + 4H2O → Pb(OH)4
(colloid) + 4H+ (4c)

b(OH)4
(colloid) → PbO(OH)2

(gel PbO2) + H2O (4d)

bO(OH)2
(gel PbO2) ⇔ β-PbO2

(crystal) + H2O (4e)

The Pb2+ ions, dissolved form the PbSO4 crystals, are oxi-
ized on the surface or in the volume of the gel part of the
bO2. The latter consists of hydrated polymer chains of lead
ioxide, denoted as PbO(OH)2

(gel PbO2). The electrochemical
eaction (4b) proceeds on determined active centers—these are
he places in the hydrated lead dioxide where both electronic
nd ionic conductivities are maximal. Since the Pb4+ ions are
nstable in water solutions, they react fast with water giving a
olloid solution of Pb(OH)4 (Reaction (4c)). The latter dehy-
rates partially to hydrated lead dioxide (Reaction (4d)). The
ydrated lead-dioxide is in dynamic equilibrium with the one in
rystalline state (Reaction (4e)).

During the period of the pulse charge on the positive plate
he reaction of oxygen evolution also takes place. This process
roceeds on the same active centers located in the gel part of
he lead dioxide as Reaction (4c), according to the following
echanism [25]

b ∗ O(OH)2 → Pb ∗ O(OH)+(OH)• + e− (5a)

b ∗ O(OH)+(OH)• + H2O → Pb ∗ O(OH)2. . . (OH)• (5b)

p
T
F
e

f the pulse charge step and (b) at the end of the pulse charge step.

Pb ∗ O(OH)2. . . (OH)•

→ Pb ∗ O(OH)2 + O• + H+ + e− (5c)

O• → O2 (5d)

According to this mechanism the process of oxygen evolution
roceeds with the formation of (OH)• radicals adsorbed on the
ctive centers by the reactions (5a) and (5b) (“. . .” denotes the
dsorption bond between active center and the OH radical) until
he positive plate potential reaches certain value ϕs (∼1.3 V vs.
g/Hg2SO4, for PbO2 formed on flat Pb plate in 0.5 M H2SO4 at
5 ◦C [25]). At ϕ+ < ϕs the active centers are passivated by (OH)•
adicals and the current of oxygen evolution is quite low. When
he positive plate potential exceeds ϕs, the reaction (5c) begins.
he produced atoms of oxygen recombine to O2 (reaction (5d)).
he presence of the (OH)• radicals as an intermediate in this

eaction mechanism was recently confirmed by hydroxyl radical
rapping reactions techniques [30].

What happens when the charge current is interrupted? Since
he positive plate potential begins to decrease, a self-discharge
f the EDL is expected. The values of the average current of
DL self-discharge is comparable with the pulse charge currents
ecause the square waves of the positive plate potential shown
n Figs. 2, 3, 5, 8 and 9 are almost symmetric

dϕ+
ON

dt
≈ −dϕ+

OFF

dt
(6)

.e. the rates of EDL charge is almost equal to the rate of EDL
elf-discharge. At the same time, during the “OFF” period,
he positive plate potential remains much higher than the
teady-state potential of the positive plate at open circuit and
f course much higher than the equilibrium potential of the
bO2/PbSO4 electrode (1.05 V vs. Ag/Ag2SO4 in H2SO4 with
ensity 1.24 g/ml [22]). The potential is also high enough to
aintain the process of oxygen evolution with a substantial rate

see the Tafel plots shown in Fig. 6). So the energy dissipated
uring the self-discharge of the double layer in the “OFF” period
hould be utilized by some of the above-mentioned Faradic

rocesses—the electrochemical reactions (4b), (5a) and (5c).
his mechanism of coupled supercapacitor self-discharge with
aradic reactions is discussed in details in the works of Conway
t al. [31,32] and is used further in the simulation of pulse charge
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f VRLAB [15]. According to Conway [31,32], if the EDL
elf-discharge is coupled with a Faradic process, the electrode
otential at open circuit should obey the equation

DL = −CDL

(
dϕ+

dt

)
= I0 exp

(
nαFϕ+

RT

)
(7)

here the term (RT/2.303nαF) is equivalent to the Tafel slope
CC/PC from Fig. 6, α is the charge transfer coefficient, n is the
umber of charges participating in the reaction, T is the tem-
erature, R and F are the molar and the Faradic constants. The
pen circuit decay transients of the positive plate potential are
lotted in Fig. 10a for different values of SOC. The experimen-
al conditions were mentioned in Section 3.3 “Influence of the
tate of charge and OC stay on PPP pulse transients”. These
ata were used to calculate the dependences of the log(dϕ+/dt)
ersus ϕ+ shown in Fig. 10b. The analysis of the results shows

hat at SOC <75% this dependence is linear and the Tafel slope
s between 19 and 20 mV (denoted as b1 in Fig. 10b). At higher
OC the dependence of log(dϕ+/dt) on ϕ+ consists of three
arts with different Tafel slopes—20 mV for lower values of

ig. 10. (a) Positive plate potential open circuit decay transients at different
OC. (b) log(dPPP/dt) vs. positive plate potential dependence, the straight lines
orrespond to a liner fit.
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+, 170 mV for ϕ+ > 1.22 V, and transition region between 1.18
nd 1.22 V where the slope is 66 mV. These results show what
s the mechanism of self-discharge of the EDL:

At SOC <75% the EDL self-discharge process is coupled with
a Faradic process with facilitated charge transfer, due to the
low value of the Tafel slope of 19–20 mV. Such process is
the oxidation of the PbSO4 to PbO2, i.e. the electrochemical
reaction (4b).
At higher SOC, the low polarization part keeps approximately
the same Tafel slope of 20 mV, which is an indication that the
preferred reaction is still an oxidation of the PbSO4 to PbO2.
The value of 170 mV for the Tafel slope in the earliest stages
of the open circuit potential decay at high SOC is close to the
values of the Tafel slope obtained during the positive plate
polarization with constant and pulse currents, shown in Fig. 4,
which are 145 mV for the constant current mode and 136 mV
for the pulse current mode. Hence it is obvious that in the
earlier moments of the open circuit stay the self-discharge of
the EDL is coupled with the process of oxygen evolution.
In the transition region between 1.18 and 1.22 V, where the
Tafel slope is 66 mV, we have a mixed potential correspond-
ing to the simultaneous proceeding of the reactions (5a–b)
and (4b). The same transition region of mixed potential cor-
responds to the first 2–3 points (the first 2 min after the current
interruption) at lower SOC.

Regardless of the obtained results for the oxygen evolution
n the regime of pulse charge (e.g. this process continues dur-
ng the “OFF” periods and even is slightly facilitated) the pulse
harge regime increases the faradic efficiency of the charge
3,7,8,10–13] and even of the positive plate formation [20,21].
he increased Faradic efficiency can result only in a decreased
xygen evolution rate, while the mechanism stays unchanged.
he only possible way to decrease the rate of the oxygen evolu-

ion is the trapping of the intermediates of the oxygen evolution
O atoms and OH radicals) by species which can be oxidized.
uch species are only the Pb(II) ions in the solution near the

nterface PbO2/electrolyte. During the “OFF” period, the rate
f the electrochemical reactions is equal to the rate of the EDL
elf discharge, which in general is less than the amplitude of the
ulse current. Additionally the decreased polarization due to the
ulse current decreases the oxygen evolution rate. During the
ON” period, most of the current is consumed for the recharge
f the EDL, instead of the proceeding of the oxygen evolution.
ence the process of the oxygen evolution is “expanded” in the

ime, and the flow of O atoms and OH radicals is decreased.
hus the processes of the radicals’ recombination leading to

ormation of molecular oxygen are delayed. On the other hand
he flow of Pb(II) ions from the dissolution of the lead sulphate
emains rather constant because the reaction (4a) is a chemical
rocess, which rate does not depend on the applied polarization.
o during the pulse charge period a substantial part of the Pb(II)
ons in the system will have more time to participate in chemical
eactions of the following type

b2+ + 2(OH)• → PbO2 + 2H+ (8a)
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b2+ + 2O• → PbO2 (8b)

uch type of reactions is very fast because it is well known that
he O atoms and the OH radicals are strong oxidizing agents.
eactions (8a) and (8b) stop the formation of molecular oxygen,
hich is less reactive and easily escapes the positive plate pores

n gaseous form, and increase the Faradic efficiency of the charge
nd formation, because of the lead dioxide deposition.

. Conclusions

. The positive plate potential evolution in pulse charge regime
is much slower than that of the negative plate, resulting in
quasi flat-shaped PPP transients. Nevertheless, due to the
high EDL capacitance of the PAM, even a small increase
or decrease in the PPP during one half-period of the pulse
square wave results in a substantial capacitive charge or
self-discharge current. In order to evaluate the extent of par-
ticipation of the EDL in the process of positive plate pulse
charge, the term average double layer current, 〈IDL〉, was
used.

. The results obtained regarding the dependence of 〈IDL〉 ver-
sus SOC show that the application of a pulse charge is
particularly efficient in the end of the charge. There, the 〈IDL〉
has maximum values.

. The overcharge with pulse currents showed that the pulse
polarization does not change the electrochemical steps in
the mechanism of the oxygen evolution, but the increase of
the overcharge current amplitude increases substantially the
average double layer current, which explains the successful
fast charge (30–60 min full charge) with pulse currents.

. The results obtained about the influence of the pulse fre-
quency on the pulse charge efficiency showed that it will be
maximal at 1 Hz due to the maximum of the 〈IDL〉 at this
frequency. The increase or decrease of this frequency leads
to sharp decrease of the 〈IDL〉.

. The SOC does not exert a substantial influence on the charac-
ter of the PPP transients during the “ON” and “OFF” periods,
but changes the ratio “charge reaction/oxygen evolution” in
the beginning and in the end of the pulse charge step.

. The study of the mechanism of the EDL self-discharge
showed that this process is coupled with the lead sulphate
oxidation reaction when the positive plate potential is below
1.2 V, and with the oxygen evolution process when the poten-
tial is higher than 1.2 V. Hence the higher faradic efficiency

during the pulse charge should be related to the chemical
oxidation of Pb(II) ions by O atoms and OH radicals which
are produced on the PbO2 surface by the oxygen evolution
both during the “ON” and “OFF” periods.
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